ZoomRoom hardware solutions from Almo ProAV – Remove the guesswork, simplify ordering and shipping. Each component included in this package has been hand selected specifically for use with ZoomRooms software and in a single box, ordered as a single SKU.

**Huddly IQ – AI-Powered Wide Angle Camera with Embedded Microphone Array**

Key Features:
- 150-degree wide-angle video
- Genius Framing – Huddly IQ detects the people in its field of view, smoothly zooms in on them and frames them.
- Embedded 5-element mic array
- Ideal for small huddle rooms, medium size meeting rooms and open collaboration spaces
- Advanced analytics provides organizations insights as to how their meeting spaces are being used
- USB 3.0 powered and compatible with any platform

**Lenovo ThinkCentre M920x Tiny (10S1000UUS)**

Key Features:
- Tiny form factor without sacrificing performance
- Includes keyboard and mouse for easy setup
- Intel Core i7-9700T processor with 16GB RAM
- 128GB Storage
- Windows 10 IoT Enterprise / Pre-imaged with ZoomRooms Software

**Yamaha YVC-1000 – USB & Bluetooth Intelligent Audio Conference Phone with support for up to 5 microphone pods**

Key Features:
- Ideal for medium and large spaces
- Expandable up to 5 microphone pods and 2 external speakers
- Human Voice Activity Detection (HVAD) minimizes background noise during calls
- Automatic system warnings to help with microphone placement
- Auto tuning analyzes and adjusts acoustic settings to optimal levels

**Mimo Monitors MCT-10HPQ-POE-ZRKIT Commercial Grade Tablet**

Key Features:
- Commercial grade 24/7 Android tablet for ZoomRoom meeting control
- Pre-loaded with ZoomRooms app
- Wired Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and PoE
- Robust case with tempered glass design
- Includes base for locating on conference room tables

**ZR-BUNDLE-HUDDLY-YAMUC**

3-10 people